
 
 

Abstract 
Geometry-controlled image warping performs well in 

exhibiting shape variations but bad in exhibiting wrinkle such 
as fossette. Successfully applied in expression cloning, 
Expression Ratio Image(ERI) provides a way to quantize 
transferable common wrinkle. However, the warping used in 
ERI makes it difficult to restrain alignment error, which 
however prevents further analysis such as PCA. In this paper, 
Flexible Expression Ratio Image(FERI) is defined and further 
compressed as Eigen FERI with PCA to quantize compactly 
common wrinkle. Based on FERI, a geometry-mapped 
mechanism consisting of shape-varying mechanism and 
wrinkling mechanism is constructed to synthesize and transfer 
realistic facial animation. Given the geometric parameter 
Facial Animation Parameter(FAP), the shape variation 
deriving from shape-varying mechanism and the wrinkle 
deriving from wrinkling mechanism combine to generate 
realistic facial animation. Having no need for any example 
photo gallery but only two frontal neutral photos respective 
captured from source face and target face, as demonstrated in 
the experiment, the geometry-mapped mechanism based on 
FERI can map FAP series to the synchronous realistic source 
animation and target animation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Realistic facial expression synthesis is one interesting yet 

difficult problem in computer graphics, which obtains 
increasingly application in many fields, such as entertainment 
industry. 

Geometry-controlled image warping[1,2] can synthesize 
shape variation efficiently. However, it does not generate 
wrinkle caused by muscle contraction. Example-based 
methods[3,4], interpolating and extrapolating on example 
images, can exhibit lifelike shape variation as well as wrinkle 
and has been applied to synthesize realistic facial animation. 
For any novel target, however, they need a photo gallery 
containing abundant expressions yet difficult to build in 
practice.  

Du et al.[5] approximates a function with machine learning 
algorithm to fit the mapping from shape variation to dynamical 
texture, and then imports flexible model to synthesize realistic 
facial animation. Their method enhances the generality of 
synthesis mechanism by machine learning algorithm. However, 
dynamic texture reflects more personalized texture than 

common wrinkle, which can not be  transferred between 
different targets.  

All above researches propel the research on realistic facial 
animation synthesis. However, they are difficult to be used to 
transfer realistic facial animation, which limits their spreading 
in application. At this background, the research on facial 
animation transfer attracts more and more attention. 

Noh and Neumann[6] propose an expression transfer 
technology based on 3D morphing. It firstly computes the 
vertex motion vectors, then transforms them to morph the target 
model to exhibit various expressions. This technology 
elaborates on transferring expression between models with 
different topology. 

Pyun[7] et al. propose an example-based expression transfer 
technology. It constructs key-models of both source model and 
target model, then evaluate the weight values for the target 
key-models and output a expressive model by blending the 
target key-models with those weights. This technology can 
transfer facial animation exactly, however, it can not get rid of 
the key-model example and transfers facial animation to any 
novel target without key-models. 

Liu[8] et al. align the expressive face image to the reference 
image by warping, and then extract ERI to represent wrinkle. 
Independent of personalized texture, ERI can be successfully 
applied in expression cloning. However, the warping used in 
ERI makes it difficult to restrain alignment error, which 
however prevents further analysis such as PCA. 

To sum up, the researches have made a great progress 
respectively on realistic facial animation synthesis or transfer. 
However, the researches related to both fields are relatively 
deficient. In this paper, Flexible Expression Ratio Image(FERI) 
is defined and then compressed as Eigen FERI with PCA to 
quantize compactly transferable common wrinkle. Then, we 
construct a geometry-mapped mechanism consisting of 
shape-varying mechanism and wrinkling mechanism; Finally, 
given geometric parameter FAP, shape-varying mechanism 
generates shape variation while wrinkling mechanism 
generates wrinkle, both them combine to output the 
corresponding realistic facial animation. Having no need for 
any example photo gallery but only two frontal neutral photos 
respective captured from the source face and target face, the 
geometry-mapped mechanism based on FERI can map FAP 
series to the synchronous realistic source animation and target 
animation. 
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2. FLEXIBLE EXPRESSIVE RATIO IMAGE 
Realistic facial animation requires exhibiting wrinkle 

resulting from muscle contraction. Muscle contraction inspires 
not only shape variation, but also wrinkle. For mathematic 
modeling, the physical feature should be quantized as 
parameters. 

2.1 Physical Feature Quantization 
The physical features for modeling facial animation includes 

muscle contraction, shape variation, and wrinkle. FAP 
provided by MPEG-4 has high versatility and low calculation 
complexity and thus is used here to quantize muscle contraction. 
Shape variation is usually quantized as a colorful image 
resulting from warping. 

ERI quantizes transferable common wrinkle as a ratio matrix, 
which is constructed by 3 steps: marking a few feature points 
along facial edge; aligning the expressive image to reference 
image through warping; computing the ratio image. By 
warping, various expressive images is aligned with the same 
mesh. So in essence, ERI behave as a  rigid ratio image.  

The warping used in ERI may be done by pixel value 
interpolation, e.g. triangulation or thin plate spline method[9]. 
However, aligning edge exactly is so difficult that the 
alignment error is reserved in ERI. When PCA is imported to 
compress ERI, the partial alignment error around feature edge 
will increase the reconstruction error. Taking partial occlusion 
as example, partial error will be converted into global noise in 
the PCA reconstruction[10]. In the AAM(Active Appearance 
Models), the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) 
reconstruction error is used as a distance measure for the 
evaluation of alignment quality[11]. Thus, it is better to reduce 
partial alignment error to do PCA. 

2.2 Flexible Expressive Ratio Image 
In this paper, Flexible Expressive Ratio Image(FERI) is 

defined to quantize common wrinkle. 
Above all, we divide pixels in face image into 7 subset just 

like Fig.1(a). Those pixels closed by the outmost edge curve 
compose face set F. Those pixels closed by other 6 edge curves 
compose feature subset S. The difference set F－S is wrinkle 
subset W. As the key to character recognition, Feature subset S 
mainly reflects personalized information. On the contrary, 
wrinkle subset W mainly reflects transferable common wrinkle 
information. 

FERI behaving as a ratio matrix, in which each ratio derives 
from the following arithmetic and logic operation: 
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In the above formula, ),( jiR  represents the intensity in the 
coordinate ),( ji . Suffix R and E represent reference face and 
expression face. 

FERI extraction algorithm includes 3 procedures as follows: 

                 
(a)                             (b)                             (c) 

Fig.1. FERI calculation. (a) Edge curves(green) in reference 
face;(b) Edge curves(green) in expressive face;(c) FERI 

1. Mark dense edge data points along the edge curves 
respectively surrounding the feature subset and the wrinkle 
subset in the initial frame. Due to the salient gray of the edge, 
optical flow can be used to track those edge data points frame 
by frame; 

2. Use polar-coordinate spline interpolation with periodic 
boundary conditions to fit the closed edge curves, such as 
Fig.1(a), Fig.1(b); 

3.  Calculate FERI such as Fig.1(c) according to formula 
(2.1). 

The pixel set out of the RWEW I  can be divided into 2 

portions. One portion is the union of feature subset mainly 
exhibiting shape variation, where intensity ratio varies so 
intensive that the ratio in wrinkle subset is hardly reflected after 
PCA. Thus, the intensity ratio of this portion is screened by 
constant 1.0. The other portion mainly exhibiting the 
background does not deserve attention, whose intensity ratio is 
also screened by constant 1.0. 

Fig.1(c) intuitively shows a FERI corresponding to Fig.1(b). 
In step 1, the optical flow tracking error is checked by eye and 
corrected manually. At last, the approximation error of spline 
function can be restricted to a fine order of magnitude. The 
FERI extraction algorithm can effectively restrict the alignment 
error and helps to the later PCA. 

FERI  behaves as a pixel matrix with high redundancy. So it 
has to be compressed as Eigen FERI by PCA to act as wrinkle 
parameter. 

3. GEOMETRY-MAPPED MECHANISM BASED ON FERI 
After physical feature quantization, the geometry-mapped 

mechanism based on FERI is modeled as the running flow in 
Fig.2. 

The shape-varying mechanism takes the triangular facial 
mesh as template and then generates shape variation by affine 
transformation[2]. The wrinkling mechanism contains 3 
components. The first trains a SVM on sample set to predict the 
mapping from FAP to Eigen FERI. The second reconstructs 
FERI with inverse PCA on Eigen FERI; The third smoothes the 
global noise with Gauss filter. 

3.1 Shape-Varying Mechanism 
In this paper, vertex of triangular facial mesh is classified to 

active vertex and passive vertex. Active vertex is directly 
controlled by FAP while passive vertex is only influenced by 



 
 

FAP. As shown in Fig.3, the black point is active vertex while 
the red point is passive vertex, all them connect one another to 
construct a triangular facial mesh. 
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Fig.2 The running flow of the geometry-mapped mechanism 
based on FERI  

      
(a)                                                  (b) 

Fig.3 Triangular facial  mesh. (a)Source mesh  (b)Target mesh 

FAP value does not determine the displacement of passive 
vertex but that of the active vertex. Thus, thin plate spline is 
used to evaluate the displacement of passive vertex. Then, 
those patchs in 2D triangular mesh are warped by affine 
transformation to generate a novel frame. Affine 
transformation can excellently exhibit shape variation without 
wrinkle. 

3.2 Wrinkling Mechanism 
According to physiological constraints, muscle contraction 

inspires wrinkle. The causality between them can be abstracted 
as a nonlinear mapping function from FAP to Eigen FERI. 
When accepting little error, the mapping function can be 
approximated by machine learning algorithm. 

3.2.1 FAP-Eigen FERI Sample Set 
Lucas-Kanade optical flow tracking algorithm[12] is used to 

track active vertex, as well as edge data points in the edge 
curves. Then synchronous FAP and Eigen FERI compose a 
sample set. 

According to MPEG-4, 35 active vertex is marked on the 
performer's face with yellowy watercolor before video 

recording, which helps to optical flow tracking frame by frame 
while reserving the original wrinkle. Fig.4 shows those tracked 
points with greeness. Then FAP value of each frame can be 
calculated. 

As to edge curves, whose gray is so salient that those edge 
data points in them are easy to be localized in the initial frame 
and tracked in the following frames. Fig.5 shows those tracked 
edge data points with green and those edge curves fitted by 
spline function with blueness. Then Eigen FERI is extracted 
according to (2.2) and the synchronous FAP-Eigen FERI series 
compose a sample set:  

         
Fig.4 Tracked active vertex       Fig.5 Edge closed curve fitted  

by edge data points 
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In the expression (3.1), X represents FAP while Y represents 
Eigen FERI. 

3.2.2 SVM Training And Predicting 
SVM proposed by Vapnik[13] et al. is a novel machine 

learning method aiming at data classfication and regression. 
Based on statistical learning theory and structure risk 
minimization criterion, SVM find a tradeoff between the 
complexity and learning ability so as to enhance the generality. 

The regression function mapping FAP to Eigen FERI can be 
abstracted as the following expression: 
            bxwy +>=< ,    Rbxw ∈∈ ,           (3.2) 

>••< ,  represents the dot metrix. In SVM,  the aim is to 
solve a quadratic programming problem: 
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Accordingly, formula (3.2) can be converted into: 
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Those parameters in (3.7) can be solved by SVM training 
algorithm. Finally, the trained SVM is used to predict Eigen 



 
 

FERI. In FERI reconstruction, Gauss filter is imported to filter 
the noise deriving from SVM prediction error. 

4. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 
In this paper, a facial motion video including 950 frames is 

captured with the resolution 130×200, which covers basic 
expressions.  

First, 68-dimension FAP and 23-dimension Eigen FERI are 
extracted respectively. Second, a SVM is trained on 950 
samples to approximate the mapping from FAP to Eigen FERI. 
Third, source facial mesh and target facial mesh are 
respectively constructed as Fig.3. Fourth, the 
geometry-mapped mechanism based on FERI maps the same 
FAP series to 2 realistic facial animations as Fig.6 and Fig.7. 

By comparing Fig.6 and Fig.7, the synthesized animation 
and the transferred animation are both realistic. In addition, the 
synthesized animation and transferred animation corresponds 
to each other so excellently that they are played synchronously.  

 
Fig.6  Geometry-mapped realistic facial animation synthesis 
based on FERI 

 
Fig.7  Geometry-mapped realistic facial animation transfer 
based on FERI 

The experiment demonstrates that the geometry-mapped 
mechanism based on FERI can not only synthesize realistic 
facial animation, but also transfer realistic facial animation. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The FERI extraction algorithm restricts the alignment error 

while quantizing transferable common wrinkle. Due to the 
lower computation complexity, the shape-varying mechanism 
and the wrinkling mechanism generate shape variation and 
wrinkle efficiently. 

Having no need for any example photo gallery but only two 
frontal neutral photos respectively captured from source and 
target face, the geometry-mapped mechanism based on FERI 

can synthesize and transfer realistic facial animation. Due to the 
loose precondition, it can be applied in complex and 
uncontrolled environment, such as internet interaction. 

Although FERI in this paper is used to animate 2D facial 
model, it can be converted into normal maps[14] to animate 3D 
facial model. 
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